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		Bahia Principe Luxury Esmeralda
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Things to do in Esmeralda 
Luxury Bahia Principe Esmeralda offers a tranquil setting within its charming colonial design. With its beautifully maintained landscaping, tropical flora, and majestic mangroves, you won't have to go far to experience the Dominican Republic's natural beauty. 
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Explore the Resort
The resort's natural beauty can be experienced through its three stunning ecosystems – mangroves, coral reefs and marine meadows. Its stunning natural and architectural beauty is coupled with luxury resort amenities and a friendly, accommodating staff. 
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MATUM


Discover the ancestral magic of Taino mythology in a unique show that will transport you to the beginning of time! Immerse yourself in the rich tradition of this indigenous Caribbean culture and let yourself be carried away by a captivating experience that transcends centuries to the present day.

More information
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Kids Club


At the Kids Club, your little ones will enjoy happy moments as they participate in exciting activities, learn about Taino culture and immerse themselves in a world of fun and learning.

More information
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Fiesta  Dominicana


The Dominican Republic is a magical and special place, unique and inimitable, that deserves to be known and experienced from all perspectives.

More information
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Release Your Tension at Our Spa

Soothe away aches and stress with personalized massage, beauty & body treatments.
More information
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Unwind by a Lake-Style Pool


	Cool off on our garden terrace pool deck with a tropical cocktail.
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Take in Punta Cana's Stunning Bávaro Beach



	Quintessential Caribbean splendor. Nestled along the famous Bávaro Beach, you can enjoy fun and sun, fun and sun, fun... 

More information
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Enjoy All Day Sports & Stunning Golf Courses

Unleash your competitive side. Play 18 holes at Punta Cana's best courses or enjoy nonstop sports all day.
More information
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Tour every exciting corner of Punta Cana


	Discover a tropical world of wonder. Explore Saona Island, Dolphin Island Park or take an unforgettable dune buggy tour.
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Dance the Night Away

Shake your hips to the late-night Latin rhythm. Bars & discos let you end each day with a sweet celebration.
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CHILDREN'S WATER PARK


	Your children will be filled with happiness as they rush down the waterslides and play in the water.



					

Activities to check out the area
Punta Cana offers visitors new ways to experience adventure and excitement each day. With its teeming wildlife, lush tropical flora, breathtaking scenery, rich local culture and gorgeous year-round climate, you can take a thrilling journey at a moment's notice.
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Chocolate Adventure



	Enjoy a burst of fresh taste at local cocoa, sugar, tobacco and coffee farms as you sample freshly harvested flavors straight from the source.


More information
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Buggy Adventure



	Take a trek through the wild. Hug every turn of our gorgeous beachside trails on an exhilarating dune buggy tour.


More information
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Adventure in the Heights



	Fly through the jungle. Feel the wind rush across your body on an awe-inspiring zip line ride.


More information
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ATV Adventure



	Experience a rush of adrenaline as you rip through the countryside and zip across trails on our rugged ATVs


More information
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Bavaro Splash

Discover a kaleidoscope of tropical colors at Punta Cana's gorgeous coral reefs.

More information
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Visit Stingray Bay

Plunge into a world of teeming ocean wildlife at Stingray Bay, our floating aquarium.


More information
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Enjoy our Pirate Caribbean Festival

Explore a world of wonder as you swim alongside vibrant tropical fish & brilliant coral reefs.

More information
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Imagine Nightclub



	Dance the night away shaking your hips to the best music in our Caribbean, Electro and Chill-Out rooms.


More information
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Doctor Fish Tours



	Pamper yourself on the high seas. Renew your mind and spirit with pilates, massages, fresh juices and more.


More information
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Dolphin Island

Playfully whirl through the turquoise blue waters with our friendly dolphins.

More information
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Isla Saona Deluxe

Take a tropical catamaran ride to a hidden world. Watch the horizon disappear in the distance as you explore a secret haven.

More information
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Isla Saona Classic

Escape to a world of pure Caribbean beauty as you sip cocktails on an unspoiled private island beach.

More information
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Jeep Safari Bavaro Runners



	Experience an unforgettable adventure. Get up close and personal with the countryside's astounding tropical flora and fauna.


More information
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Marinarium

Explore the wonders of the tropical marine life. Dive into a bright world of bustling ocean life and energetic coral reefs.

More information
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Horseback Riding

Experience the majesty of an elegant horseback ride to San Pedro de Macorís.

More information
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Seaquarium



	Come face-to-face with exotic wildlife. Test your courage as you swim next to sharks, stingrays and more.


More information
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Side by Side Tours



	Explore by land and sea. Tour through a lush world of tropical beauty and sail off into the horizon.


More information
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Overflying Bavaro



	Soar over the majestic coast. Take in a stunning bird's eye view of the coastline on an exhilarating helicopter ride.


More information
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								Samana, Dominican Republic
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	Additional information: You can consult additional detailed information on Data Protection in the general privacy policy of our website, available here Privacy Policy. You can contact the Grupo Piñero Data Protection Officer at: dpd.privacy@grupo-pinero.com.
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